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This presentation describes the results of a study that examines how students take up their antecedent genres (from high school, community college, workplace, home culture, personal history) when they write new genres in first-year composition courses.  Based on this research, I argue that first-year composition has value as a middle-space class that teaches potential antecedent genres—both how students build on and deploy the antecedent genres they bring and how the genres students learn in first-year composition courses function as antecedents for the genres they write in school and beyond.


I’d like to start today by sketching a rationale for paying attention to the kinds of writing students already practice when they arrive in our college writing classes. Then I’ll present some tentative results of a study I’m conducting on how first-year students use the genres they know when they write new genres for composition class. Finally, I’ll suggest how we might make use of these results both to help students write college-level genres more successfully and to engage critically with those academic genres.
But first I want to frame for you the larger abstractions and issues within which my study resides.  I continue to be interested in how genres interact with each other—a sort of generic intertextuality—inter-genre-ality??   In genre studies, many scholars have examined how particular genres operate—textually, rhetorically, ideologically.  We have also examined how genres interact within communities.  In my early article on generic intertextuality (Devitt 1991), I investigated how genres operate within a genre set, a group of genres that interacted to define one another and to construct the professional community, a concept that Charles Bazerman later developed in his article on genres systems (1994).  Other scholars have examined how genres interact in communities of medical educators (Schryer), engineers (Winsor), academic researchers (Tardy), in management systems (Orlikowski and Yates), in a university building (Swales), and in activity systems (Russell), to name just a few. So we have been considering how genres interact within a community.  In my book Writing Genres, probably prompted by ideas from David Russell’s use of activity systems and Orlikowski and Yates’ treatment of American management systems, I argued that we also need to consider how genres interact within a culture.  What I called a context of genres includes the cultural set of genres that already exists whenever new genres emerge.  Finally, individuals have a genre repertoire, to use Orlikowski and Yates’ term for organizational communication, a set of genres that individuals have acquired or learned.  I want today to extend that notion of genre repertoire to notice the genre set that surrounds any new genre that individuals acquire or learn.  When individuals write a new genre, they do so in a context of rich inter-genre-ality, a context of genres that exists culturally, communally, and individually.   That individual context of genres provides what I will call antecedent genres, [drawing from Kathleen Jamieson’s work with historical antecedents for new genre situations]—antecedent genres are specific genres with which a person has experience and from which a person draws when writing a new genre.
Since our writing classes require students to write new genres (whether college-level analysis papers, research papers, literacy narratives, or multi-genre hybrids), I suggest that we need to attend more closely to students’ existing genre repertoires and to which genres they draw from as antecedents. If we combine such attention with teaching students genre awareness, we can enable students to use those antecedents more deliberately and critically.
I have argued elsewhere (in my book Writing Genres—another shameless plug) that the first-year writing class should be viewed as a place where students can acquire genre awareness—a conscious understanding of how kinds of writing shape writers’ responses to rhetorical situations. With an ability to analyze the genres they need to write, students can engage more critically with the genres they encounter and can act more deliberately when shaping everything from purposes and audiences to organizations and sentence style. But our students do not arrive in our classrooms genre-free.  Our first-year writing courses are indeed middle spaces between secondary education and college, between public school and after-school life. In these middle spaces, students carry with them genres they already know from the spaces before; in these middle spaces, students plan to move on to intellectual and professional spaces that carry genre they do not yet know.  If we teach students in first-year writing courses how genres operate, their rhetorical and ideological nature, and the choices writers can make, we can enable students to enter these worlds with a heightened awareness of their effects as well as a greater rhetorical sensitivity and ability to act effectively in writing.
I also argued that, in the process of teaching students genre awareness, we also teach students specific genres that can serve as foundations for learning new genres. We teach them antecedent genres.  Even if we don’t teach a genre-awareness based curriculum, we teach students how to write particular kinds of papers, whether analysis papers, research papers, literacy narratives, or ethnographies.  These genres, I argued, then become the kinds of writing that students have in their repertoires afterward, potential antecedent genres.  When faced with writing a new kind of text, students can draw on these known genres as they learn how to write new genres.  Students do not enter our classes genre-free.  The gap in my own genre awareness was not noticing the antecedent genres that came into my college composition course, the students’ existing genre repertoire.  I began to ask more seriously:  What genres do first-year students in my own writing course already know when they arrive at my class? And how do those students use their known genres when writing new genres for my class?  
To answer these questions, working with my research assistant Heather Bastian, I collected questionnaires in which students reported the kinds of writing they remember writing in high school and elsewhere, the nature of those genres, and which genres they enjoyed writing most and least.  We also collected the final draft of each paper the students wrote for the class.  From these materials, Heather charted for each student a record of which genres the student reported knowing, preferring, and enjoying most and least, and which genres appeared noticeably in each student’s drafts.  [At this point, our accounting of what’s noticeable is loosely defined: we looked for known textual markers of known genres, like a three-part thesis from the five-paragraph theme or chronological organization from personal narratives, and we looked for textual features that indicated a shift within the text, like a shift in tone or paragraph structure. Note the reduction of genre here to textual features—a matter of convenience, not of theoretical perspective. Another step in this research is to consider what those textual traces indicate about how students are perceiving the rhetorical situations of college writing.]  
Our results at this early point are, of course, still tentative, but I already see some interesting uses of known genres in the new genres they are learning.  We found that students do use the genres they already know when writing for new situations, whether or not they report knowing or enjoying that genre.  Some students do show a predilection for a favored genre, using features of the favored genre more often and in papers seemingly unsuited to it.  The fact that the least favored genres still appeared commonly in students’ new drafts, though, supports that the genres they have learned are serving as antecedent genres rather than just as substitutes for the new genres.  That is, it indicates that they are drawing from genres they judge to be helpful for writing the new genre rather than just desperately trying on whatever they already know. These antecedent genres also appear in new texts not in full but in parts, with bits and pieces of the antecedent genre visible in the new text.  Students may be assessing the similarity of rhetorical situations between the known and new genres and making decisions about how to adapt the known genre to the new situation, or they may be acting less consciously but merely grounding themselves in what they know in the face of a new and difficult task.  Let me illustrate these tentative conclusions before discussing the implications for our teaching.
Not surprisingly, these students did use the genres they reported knowing from high school when they wrote the new genres required for the college composition course.  
[Also interesting, students reported very few known genres from situations other than school, which may be a factor I’ve seen repeatedly of people not counting everyday genres as worth noting.  But non-school genres also made few visible appearances in their papers for this course, even though one of the four major assignments asked them to write a non-academic genre. The role of non-school genre repertoires still requires more research.]  High school genres appeared frequently on students’ questionnaires and in their papers.  What genres did students report knowing already? Multiple students reported having written research papers, compare and contrast papers, persuasive papers, poems, informative papers, essays, and opinion papers.  By far the majority of students described themselves as enjoying most the “personal” and “creative” genres, including poems and personal narratives. The least enjoyed papers typically were ones requiring analysis, including compare and contrast, essays (especially essays about poetry), and other structured, typically academic papers. 
	In most cases, enjoying a genre did not translate into using it more often in college papers.  Instead, when the assignment called for an analysis paper, students drew from those same most-disliked school genres, even ones they did not report knowing.  Nathan is an interesting case for this point [all names are pseudonyms].  A student with a relaxed manner and wry sense of humor, Nathan reported on his initial questionnaire that he had not written many papers in high school but instead had presented projects to the class. When he did write papers, he described them as “very open ended.” He most enjoyed writing “off-the-wall” fictional stories.  Yet the papers he wrote for his college composition course consistently drew on traditional thesis-support papers, especially the five-paragraph theme, genres he did not report knowing.  Even his open-ended writing sample started with an inverted pyramid introduction, and a thesis statement followed by two supportive personal experience paragraphs; his next two analytical papers drew heavily from the five-paragraph theme in thesis and structure.  The only apparent nod to his favored genres occurs in the writing sample’s last paragraph, where he broke from the thesis-support pattern to write a third paragraph of off-the-wall fiction (I had the impression that he just couldn’t hold it in any longer).  What makes Nathan’s case especially striking is that he does not disclose any knowledge of analytic writing, much less a five-paragraph theme, on his questionnaire.  Yet his papers show ample evidence of those classic elements. Like other students, Nathan drew from disliked analytical genres when writing for college composition—other students similarly wrote three-part theses, three-part body structures, and inverted pyramid introductions, all elements of high school genres and ones explicitly discouraged by both the teacher and textbook.  Like these analytic genres or not, students clearly drew from their knowledge of other genres to tackle the new analytic writing tasks they were assigned.  
This most common action by students is thrown into relief by the actions of a classmate, Mason, who relies heavily instead on the personal narrative.  On his questionnaire, Mason reports that he has written creative, informative, and persuasive papers as well as reports.  His favorites, he repeats, are the creative writing assignments.  His favorite genre to read is personal experience stories.  Like many other students, Mason wrote a personal narrative for his writing sample, for which the genre was unspecified.  Unlike other students, though, Mason also wrote a personal narrative for his first formal paper, responding to an assignment that explicitly requires an analytic paper.  Only by the third formal paper did Mason begin to shift genre from personal writing to analytical, yet even there he still uses a chronological order.  Clearly, the personal narrative constitutes a strong antecedent genre for Mason, one that overpowered the assignment’s call for analysis papers that all other students in the class heeded.
Even for Mason, though, the antecedent genre did not replace the new genre; rather, it provided elements that he used as he adapted to the different rhetorical situation.  The first formal paper told a personal narrative, but the story was invented to illustrate an analytical point.  By the third formal paper, Mason was down to using chronological organization with an analytic thesis and use of evidence.  In that practice, Mason is very much like his classmates: they all use elements of their known genres, but they don’t import known genres in full; rather they rely on elements of the known genre while working to adapt to the situational differences.  The many students who relied still on a three-part body for their analysis papers combined that element with more complex theses, ones more appropriate to college analysis papers than five-paragraph themes. Both Mason and Nathan are using their known genre as an antecedent to support them in tackling the new situation of college analysis papers.
The fact that most students’ papers reflected their most analytic antecedents rather than their most enjoyed genres suggests that students are in fact basing their choice of antecedent genre on their assessment of the rhetorical situation.  Whether consciously or not, students drew from those high school genres that seemed most closely allied to the college genres, even though they preferred writing other genres. Since the textbook and my instruction both indicated explicitly that the new genre was not the same as their old genres, why did they still show signs of using those high school genres? If they felt at sea without a previous genre paddle, why did they not all follow Mason in writing the genre they most enjoyed and trying to make it fit?  I conclude two simple things from those results:  1) people do not write in a genre vacuum and do not try to create new genre-free texts but instead always write from within their known genres; and 2) people work to adapt the genres that appear to them closest in situation to the new writing task rather than adapting the genres they most enjoy or at which they feel most proficient.  That is, faced with writing a new kind of text, people try to adapt elements of known genres with similar rhetorical situations.  While that choice might seem reasonable or even predictable, it’s nice to have some evidence that it happens.
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